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Stories of Change
t the eginning of
many feel as tho gh e in the nited tates are at the c s of a ne movement for social transformation. n e tem er
more than
eo le led y oor and
or ing class comm nities of color on the front lines of climate change too to the streets of e
York to demand real solutions to the climate crisis. From Oakland to Ferguson to Brooklyn, many
thousands have come together to demand police accountability and confront the racist violence of
the criminal stice system. o
age or ers have eg n to organize and in states and localities
across the United States, people have consistently and overwhelmingly voted to increase the minim m age. Times seem dar
as they often do this time of year
t the s ar s of ho e seem to e
coalescing into something brighter.
While these protests and campaigns may seem spontaneous and temporary, especially when seen
thro gh the lens of the mainstream media each of them is the rod ct of years if not decades of
patient organizing. How can the oftentimes local and necessarily concrete work of organizing in our
workplaces and communities add up to the movement of movements we need if we’re going to build
a s staina le society ased on solidarity e ality freedom and stice n his revio s
study, “Demand Everything,” Steve Williams introduces a powerful model, “transformative organizing
hich insists that e ective organizing for social change cannot sim ly e ased on an a olitical
and highly s eci c analysis of hat is ossi le in the short term. e need a vision of a etter tomorrow that can structure our organizations, alliances, and campaigns today.
In this study, Williams returns to the topic of transformative organizing, examining what this model looks like in actual practice. Based on case studies of four organizations that have applied and
developed this model, Williams distills a set of best practices that can in turn serve as guidance for
organizers see ing to
ild
a movement ca a le of e ectively challenging ca italism hetero
patriarchy, and white supremacy.
Williams is a coordinator of LeftRoots, an emerging “national formation of social movement organizers and activists who want to connect grassroots struggles to a strategy to win liberation for all
people and the planet.” A long-time organizer in the Bay Area, Williams is the co-founder and former
executive director of POWER (People Organized to Win Employment Rights), a community-based
organization of low-income and working class tenants, transit riders, and workers. Together with
Tanya ee he co a thored the ar to the ro nd Pro ect a national in de th s rvey of left organizing in the U.S.
In “Demand Everything,” Williams points out that societal transformation cannot be accomplished
by adhering to the same old authoritarian, undemocratic, white male, middle-class dominated politics. In this paper, he considers several organizations that are working on the ground to move us
forward in a truly progressive manner. Each of them has something critical to teach us about how
e can etter come together to challenge an n st ndemocratic and ns staina le stat s
o.

Stefanie Ehmsen and Albert Scharenberg
Co-Directors of New York Office, May 2015
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Organizing Transformation
Best Practices in the Transformative Organizing Model
By Steve Williams
ed tates ith e orts to
ild o er amongst
domestic workers, residents facing eviction,
eer yo ng eo le and eo le ghting climate change. This model attempts to build collective o er thro gh democratic e orts hile
also challenging the deeply rooted systems of
white supremacy, hetero-patriarchy, capitalism,
and im erialism. Many have referred to this
emerging model as transformative organizing.

ith cor orate ro ts rising along ith the
number of children living in poverty, the
state-sanctioned killings of Black civilians, the
record-number of deportations of undocumented immigrants, and the irrefutable evidence for the coming crisis caused by capitalism’s addiction to fossil fuels, the need for systemic change is more and more urgent every
day. But as the great Guinea-Bissauan revolutionary Amílcar Cabral once cautioned, “We are
not going to eliminate imperialism by shouting
insults against it.”1 Toppling the old order reires
ilding road radical and con dent
social movements that grow out of the social
sectors whose interests lie in a future based on
stice and solidarity.

While the model of transformative organizing is
new and still in development, it is also rooted in
a rich historical tradition. Many of the organizers
who use the term “transformative organizing”
acknowledge that their approach draws from
ast e orts in the nited tates and aro nd the
globe to build popular power to challenge and
change the systems of oppression and exploitation that degrade the quality of life for people,
communities, and the planet. Drawing from
the experiences o f organizations like the Black
Panthers, the Young Lords, the Wobblies, the
odge evol tionary nion Movement
M
and the omen of color feminism of the
s
many of these e orts are trying to eave together the work of individual organizations with
the goal of building a broad and united social
movement capable of confronting and ending
the systems of oppression and exploitation.

To talk of movement building rightly leads one
to the challenge of workplace and community
organizing. In the United States (and some other
parts of the Western world), this often leads to
the books of Saul Alinsky. While celebrating collective action, the model described in Alinsky’s
books discourages organizers and organizations from taking up the ideological tasks necessary to analyze and undermine long-lasting systems of exploitation and oppression. In recent
years, a model of organizing has been emerging
in communities and workplaces across the Unit-

What is Transformative Organizing?
There is also something innovative about transformative organizing practices. When asked to
m lcar a ral The

ea on of Theory

de ne transformative organizing ashim Benford of Po er
enter for ocial hange in Miami o ered this These systems of o

, p. 1.
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that e interface ith on a daily asis
hite
s remacy ca italism
atriarchy they re
not st a stract conce ts and they don t st
shape unequal material conditions, but they
also impact us as human beings… Transformative organizing seeks to transform people
and society. It unpacks the interpersonal and
individ al e ects of o ression and tra ma
in our lives as part of the process of doing societal, social, community-level change work.
When I think of transformative that’s the ultimate vision.” 2 is de nition rings together
two strands that are central to all the organizations a roaches to the emerging model
commitment to changing social systems while
supporting people’s individual and collective
a ility to learn and
t into ractice di erent
ways of relating to the world, to their communities, to their families (however those are dened and to themselves.

1.
2.
3.
4.
.
.
7.
8.
9.

Walk with Vision;
Reach Out to Listen and Learn;
Revolutionary Edge of Reform;
Democracy Is Power;
Cultivate Leaders;
Build Strategic Alliances;
ommit to Movement
Extract Every Lesson; and
Personal Is Political.

Recognizing that the power of the transformative organizing model comes from its application of certain over-arching principles in
a very s eci c conte t ith a artic lar set of
social forces, this article examines how distinct organizations are applying aspects of
the transformative organizing model. It examines the work of four organizations whose
work is breaking new ground and helping to
sha e the de nition of the term. Those organizations include Causa Justa :: Just Cause in
the San Francisco Bay Area; Power U Center
for ocial hange in Miami lorida ational
People’s Action, a network of almost thirty afliated grassroots organizations and the ermont Workers Center, a statewide grassroots
organization. Whether these organizations
use the term “transformative organizing” or
not their ractices o er com elling e amples of organizations attempting to embody
a commitment to transforming systems and
transforming ourselves.

This study aims to explore the components of
this transformative organizing model through a
st dy of fo r di erent organizations or . My
earlier article
emand verything o ered an
examination of the transformative organizing
model that drew on more than twenty years’ experience as a community organizer in San Francisco with the Coalition on Homelessness and
POWER (People Organized to Win Employment
Rights).3 That article identi ed nine com onents
of the transformative organizing model:

Causa Justa :: Just Cause: Organizing for Black and Brown Unity
Causa Justa :: Just Cause (CJJC) is a grassroots
organization that organizes working-class
tenants to ght for ho sing rights in the real
estate-dominated context of the San Francis2
3

co Bay Area. In a region where tenants’ rights
laws protect long-term tenants from market-rate rent increases, landlords have taken to bullying and harassing their tenants in
hopes that those tenants will move out, thereby making room for tenants willing to pay
higher rent. Today, the Oakland rent board
receives as many as two hundred calls per

Hashim Benford, Interview with the author, November
.
Steve Williams, “Demand Everything: Lessons of the
Transformative Organizing Model. March
.
rosalux-nyc.org.
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shi of
ne that it o ld need to nd
a round-about route to the concept of class.
They looked to the incisive vision of Stuart Hall,
who famously wrote that “Race is, in short, the
modality in which class is lived, the medium
through which class relations are experienced,
the form in which it is appropriated and fought
through.” The insights of this maxim unlocked
the potential of CJJC’s organizational intention.

month from tenants complaining of landlord
harassment.4
n the fall of
led a coalition calling
on the Oakland City Council to pass legislation
to stop landlords from bullying and harassing
their tenants. s one oman testi ed to o ncil mem ers My landlord has failed to rovide basic services. He did not pay (the gas and
electricity bill) so we were without heat and
hot water for a week in the winter.” In October, CJJC won some relief for the city’s tenants
when the City Council passed the Tenant Protection Ordinance, making it easier for renters
to stand up against landlord harassment. The
story of CJJC and its path to building a united
base of African-American and Latino tenants is
a study of transformative organizing.

CJJC looked upon racial identities as the critical
entry point toward building class consciousness and working-class unity, and this led to
CJJC’s decision to take up an intentional focus
on building Black-and-Brown unity. CJJC is the
rod ct of a
merger et een a Blac organization based in Oakland, Just Cause Oakland, and a Latino immigrant organization
based in San Francisco called St. Peter’s Housing Committee.7 The decision to merge was
signi cant. Both organizations recognized that
such a consolidation would require substantial
shifts in each organization’s culture, practice,
and structures. Nevertheless, the leadership
of each organization decided to move forward
with the merger based on a shared analysis of
the larger conditions in which they operated.
Today the organization has t enty si sta
and more than
mem ers in an rancisco, Oakland, and the surrounding region.

All transformative organizing begins with a
collective intention the intention to str ggle
against a cultural, economic, and political hegemony that perpetrates and reproduces capitalism, white supremacy, and hetero-patriarchy. There is no singular path to this intention.
i erent organizations ta e di erent ro tes to
get there. The clarity of the intention, as well as
the integrity of the organization, can guide the
organization’s practice and compel the group
to experiment with approaches that might other ise seem ncommon and s er o s.

At the national level, Black and Latino families
have been hit hard by the economic crisis. In
the Pe
esearch enter re orted that
median ealth in hite ho seholds is
times
that of black households and 18 times that of
Latino households. Their report continued to
note that from
to
ealth fell y
among atino ho seholds and y
among

In the case of CJJC, their practice has been driven by an intention to forge working class unity. However, building working-class unity is no
small nder ta ing in t enty rst cent ry nited tates here the Mar ist conce t of class
has been so bastardized as to be seen as synonymous with level of income. In this neoliberal empire where class consciousness among
working people is extremely low, the leader4

7

Will Kane, “Oakland tenants say bully landlords taking
advantage of market,” San Francisco Chronicle, October
.
hris illi i Oa land ity o ncil
roves Tenant
Protection Ordinance After Increasing Complaints
o t andlord arassment
B Octo er
.

4

t art all
ace rtic lation and ocieties tr ct red
in Dominance,” Sociological Theories: Race and Colonialism Paris
O
.
.
Causa Justa :: Just Cause is currently undergoing a merger with POWER (People Organized to Win Employment
Rights), another San Francisco organization that has
focused on building unity between working class African-American and Latino tenants and workers. In 1997,
I was one of the co-founders of POWER.
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Blac ho seholds com ared to
among
white households.8 The similarity of conditions
holds true in the Bay Area for low-income and
working-class African-American and Latino
households. Although the communities face
similar issues of unsafe, inadequate, and excessively expensive housing, alliances are rare
between these communities. As the organization’s leadership observed:
Living in the same neighborhood, having the same
landlord, or going to the same polls does not itself
create solidarity. Even when people have the same
material interests, there is no guarantee that they
will identify those interests, or see themselves as
tied to others with the same interests. And, while
Black and Latino communities have the same interests in the long term, in the short term our interests
do sometimes come into conflict. In fact, we often
come into contact with each other most significantly only once when we have been pitted against each
other, in a competition for employment opportunities, affordable housing, or basic services.9

Tal ing a o t di erence did not heighten conict rather it forged a asis of solidarity.
The starting point for CJJC’s work, as it should
be for any grassroots organization, is building
strong and organic connections to the constituency. s Mar a Po let one of the organization s
co-founders and its current executive director
has said, “The grassroots foundation of our work
is something that we must constantly be building. There are millions of people who should be
involved in the ro ect of Blac and ro n nity.
We must constantly be bringing working-class
eo le into comm nity organizing ghts for reforms that a ect their lives and give them the
o ort nity to develo themselves as ghters
and as thinkers. Building and sustaining community-based organizations is the core of this
8

9

Rakesh Kochhar, Richard Fry, and Paul Taylor, “Wealth
Gaps Rise to Record Heights Between Whites, Blacks,
and Hispanics,” PEW Research Center Publications,
.
Causa Justa :: Just Cause, “Towards Black and Brown Unity
rassroots Pers ective
e ections on the e erience of Causa Justa :: Just Cause,” p. 3.

work.” In addition to traditional door-to-door
organizing
sta
rovide co nseling and
advocacy services every month to hundreds of
low-income tenants in San Francisco and Oakland.
also anchors coalitional e orts to
build national and international movement infrastructure and to mobilize working-class people in the Bay Area to vote in local and national
elections. CJJC is in position to build, listen, and
work in and with the community.

Four Core Practices
CJJC has instituted a number of practices that
have facilitated their intention of building class
nity thro gh Blac and Bro n nity. The rst
has been creating multiple spaces for organizers
and member-leaders to integrate the principle of
Black-and-Brown unity into the organization’s
ongoing work. One example of this is that every three months CJJC runs an internal think
tank, which is a one- or two-day long meeting
in hich sta and mem er leaders e lore the
relationshi
et een di erent as ects of the
group’s work for Black-and-Brown unity. One
past think tank connected the group’s particiation in a national anti gentri cation net or
in a session entitled Black-and-Brown Unity
and the ight to the ity. di erent s ace the
Assata Shakur University, a three-month series of weekly two-hour sessions, allows members to engage with the organization’s goals,
work, and structure. In addition, the organization publishes a quarterly newsletter. Each
newsletter features at least one article written
y a rotating air of sta and mem ers. ll
these spaces serve to further strengthen the
leadershi of sta and mem er leaders as ell
as to allo the leadershi to re ne the organization’s understanding and application of the
concept of Black-and-Brown unity.
By creating a road ase of sta and mem ers
who are familiar and actively engaging with
Ibid, p. 7.
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the implications of the organization’s focus on
Black-and-Brown unity, CJJC is better able to
carry o t its second est ractice introducing
the organizational intention in multiple ways. All
ne mem ers
on oining
are re ired
to participate in a new member orientation
session. Along with introducing new members
to the group’s history, current work, and structures, this session introduces all members to
the concept of Black-and-Brown unity. This is
especially important since most members are
recruited from spaces that are not multi-racial.
The new member orientation helps to facilitate
new members’ entry into a space of racial and
linguistic diversity that is unfamiliar to most
working-class people of color in the Bay Area.
CJJC provides simultaneous interpretation at all
of its meetings. At these meetings, members
hear unfamiliar names and historical references. The orientation ensures the focus on Blackand-Brown unity is nothing that will come as
a surprise to new members. In addition to the
new member orientation, CJJC uses its quarterly newsletter and website to shine a consistent
light on this aspect of the organization’s work.

in their own interests. Our work is premised
on the idea that you also need to understand
your own experience, and that will make it possible to make alliances.”11 A positive by-product
has been that many of CJJC’s African-American
members have become strong and active suporters of st immigration reform and that
unity has been built on the basis of the demands that the Latino members themselves
identi ed. long ith the sta and mem ers
of POWER (People Organized to Win Employment Rights), CJJC is currently developing a
similar organizing ro ect to create a s ace
for African-American members to identify for
themselves the demands that will advance
their community’s interests. CJJC’s practice
operates from the understanding that unity hich ignores di erence is fragile. Only y
ac no ledging di erences can nity ta e the
qualitative leap to becoming solidarity. Creating these organizing e orts that foc s on the
interests identi ed y each comm nity ma es
multi-racial unity more concrete. As one of
s organizational re ections asserts
nity
can’t be built in the abstract.”12

A fourth aspect of building Black-and-Brown
unity within CJJC has been waging organizing
campaigns that address the unique issues impacting the African-American and Latino communities. As stated earlier, CJJC’s approach to
building working-class unity has stressed the
importance of acknowledging and confronting
the di erences et een comm nities rather
than t rning a lind eye to ard those di erences to focus only on the similarities. In this
vein, CJJC has been an active participant in the
national cam aign ghting for the rights of
immigrants in the United States. CJJC’s organizational o ective in this or
as to create a
space for its Latino members to strengthen the
nity in the atino comm nity. s Mar a Po let
said, “The goal was not to get Black members
to support a path to legalization for undocumented immigrants… The goal was to create a
space where Latino members could organize

Finally, CJJC has invested in connecting organizational work to the objective of building a transformative movement that is rooted in grassroots,
working-class struggles. CJJC has been one of
the anchor organizations within a number of
national networks of grassroots organizations
including Grassroots Global Justice and the
Right to the City. Participation in these spaces
pulls scarce resources away from the immediate work of local and regional campaigns, but
the organization’s leadership has seen the bene ts of allo ing sta and mem er leaders to
engage in spaces that transcend the local and
organizational contexts in which CJJC operates.
s Mar a Po let rote a o t her e erience at
the
orld ocial or m
in T nisia
11 Mar a Po let ntervie
ith the a thor ovem er
.
12 Causa Justa :: Just Cause, “Towards Black and Brown Unity,” p. 1.
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My e erience at the
gave me a dee er
understanding of the challenges looming for
the progressive movement, and for feminists
in particular, in Tunisia and in the whole region... Our movements need to reach towards
international scale and impact, so these connections and solidarity can take organizational
form. The orld s
have their orld Trade
Organization, their World Bank, their agreements and coordinated plans. We, the global
need that scale of f nctioning too. t s the
only way we can win the internationalist feminist change we need.”13 This commitment to
e osing sta and mem er leaders to movement s aces s ch as national net or s international gatherings, and political training
o ort nities has contri ted to the organization’s willingness to experiment with unique
and non-traditional tactics and has helped it
become a strong and vibrant force in the social
stice movement in the Bay rea and eyond.

to be cultivated. These three conditions are
Black unity, Latino unity, and an internationalist vision. The s ccess of
s e orts to
ild
multi-racial working class unity was evident at
the culmination of the campaign to pass the
Tenant Protection Ordinance. As Oakland’s
City Council voted to pass the new legislation,
dozens of CJJC members stood proudly by African Americans and Latinos who had built a
new bridge of solidarity together.
Po let ac no ledges the di c lty of
ilding
Black-and-Brown unity. “Uniting these two
sectors of society could re-invigorate the Left
because uniting these two communities brings
you to a conversation about class in a way that
has truly transformative potential… We can
see the transformative potential when Black
and Latino people start to see themselves on
the same team. It changes everything for the
movement. That’s not where we’re at right now
in the United States, or even in the Bay Area;
but when we do it, so much more becomes
possible.”14 There is no road map, but building
multi-racial unity among the working class is
an essential task for activists hoping to revitalize the movement in the United States.

All of these structures and practices are informed by the organization’s approach to
building Black-and-Brown unity, which is
shaped by three key conditions which CJJC believes either need to be in place or which need

Power U Center for Social Change: Developing Leaders from the
Inside-Out
The Power U Center for Social Change was
founded in 1998 to build an organizing base
around issues in low-income communities
in Miami lorida. M ch of the organization s
work has centered around a comprehensive
a roach to ards ed cation
stice iss es
and they have developed a strong base of
mem ers and leaders in that time. n
these mem ers and leaders forced local o cials to invest more than $1 million to improve
13 Mar a Po let
.c c.org.

e ections on the

inner-city schools. The organization has also
conducted campaigns on housing and develo ment iss es as ell as a call for irth stice
to combat the growing disparity in infant mortality rates between Black and white communities. This intersectional analysis has driven
Power U’s recent campaign to end the School
to Jailhouse Pipeline.
14 Mar a Po let ntervie
ith the a thor ovem er
.
Power U Center for Social Change, www.poweru.org.

orld ocial or m
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lives.”17 He then went on to cite the example
of a yo ng erson ho oined the organization
hile in middle school. This erson oined Po er s sta after com leting her st dies at an
vy eag e niversity and recently oined the
Board of irectors of a so thern social stice
network. The potential power of developing
young people as leaders was a point echoed
y
s ec tive irector Mar a Po let ho
herself oined the movement as a yo ng erson. “Transformative organizing allows us to
contend with the reality that human beings are
always in the process of development. Youth
organizing is especially strong in recognizing
this. ome ody ho is
years old yo don t
no
ho they ll e hen they re t enty ve.
What you do know is that this experience (of
oining an organizing cam aign is something
that could shape who they become. That’s also
tr e hen yo re forty or si ty ve years old
too. Certainly if you’re facing a crisis like a deportation or an incarceration of a family member or losing your home, those are moments
when people transform themselves. in the
context of collective action, they can transform
others.”18

Each of the organizations highlighted in this
st dy are str ct red as a non ro t organization, which allows them to subsidize their operations with state-sanctioned, tax-deductible donations. All the organizational representatives
interviewed made mention of the challenges
that come from trying to conduct transformative organizing work while relying on donations
from institutions that distribute funds from various sections of the bourgeoisie. One s eci c
aspect of these challenges is the geographic disparity in funding. In particular, the few charitable foundations in the United States that fund
organizing e orts rarely give money to organizations in the southern part of the country, despite the inspiring work taking place throughout
this region by organizations like Southern Echo,
oo eration ac son Pro ect o th ent c ians for the Commonwealth, Black Workers for
stice and the Mississi i
or ers enter
for Human Rights among many, many others.
As a result, most organizations in the South,
especially those that attempt to employ the
transformative organizing model, struggle with
a chronic lac of nancial reso rces. This has
pushed many organizations to make important
adaptations. Power U’s example highlights an
important aspect of transformative organizing.
ecognizing that they o ld never have the nancial resources to employ a vast team of paid
organizers, Power U has placed a strong emphasis on developing the leadership capacity
of ran and le comm nity mem ers. n articular, Power U has placed a central focus on
developing the leadership of young people in
their community because, “We’re reproducing
leaders for the movement,” observed Power U
Executive Director Hashim Benford. “We’re not
st develo ing leaders for Po er . O r goal
is to produce leaders that are going to be social
stice movement leaders for the rest of their

Too often, movement institutions regard leadership as an inevitable outcome of organizing,
or it’s seen as something that is not worth the
investment. In either case, the result is that the
eo le from a ected comm nities are not given the opportunity to take agency and shape
the direction of a gro s e orts. s Po er
member leader Keno Walker observed, “Organizing is not simple. You have to know the
terrain. You have to know who’s the target. You
have to know your people…” Power U has organized its work around the intention to help
mem ers and sta develo these ca acities
and this intention shapes the organization’s
transformative approach.

Many of these challenges can e sit ated in a roader
historical context within the development of the capitalist political economy. INCITE!, The Revolution Will Not be
Funded Boston o th nd Press
.

17 Hashim Benford, Interview with the author, November
.
18 Mar a Po let ntervie
ith the a thor ovem er
.
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The Leadership Development Process

nally to movement leaders. Each of these circles has a de ned set of res onsi ilities and
characteristics of what leadership looks like
at each stage. Developing such a framework
has helped Power U to make transparent the
organization’s emphasis on developing the
leadershi ca acity of mem ers and sta .
In these descriptions, Power U is intentional
about avoiding a one-dimensional perspective
of leadership. While very aware of the pitfalls
of only acknowledging the leadership of charismatic orators, Power U operates from the pers ective that having di erent inds of leadership is a good thing and makes for a strong
organization and a strong movement.” 22

First, leadership development begins at Power U by seeing recruitment and retention of
members as the irreplaceable first step towards
cultivating new leaders. As Walker noted, “People are in the process of becoming leaders as
soon as they oin. 19 If someone does not get
involved in Power U, all of the organization’s
leadership development work would be in
vain. Like many other base-building organizations Po er
ts a remi m on rst getting
potential members through the organization’s
door. ta organizers cond ct door to door
outreach and organizing at key locations in the
community. They also do outreach at schools
and host open-mic cultural events, but Benford observed that most of Power U’s members
rst got involved eca se they ere recr ited
y someone they ne . The most e ective
outreach comes from people tapping into their
own social networks… You’re leveraging existing ases of tr st. Many organizations have nderestimated this approach to recruitment.”
Recruitment can take many forms, but it is alays the rst ste to develo ing leadershi .

Inside the organization, Power U takes an effective approach toward creating leadership
development plans by engaging members in discussions with the organizing staff to identify the
areas that they would like to develop their leadership capacities. Organizers meet with leaders to
develop individualized leadership development
lans and o ectives. s a res lt mem ers are
more invested in the work necessary to develop
in these areas, and the organization then commits to supporting that member in her process.
This approach is rooted in the perspective that
leadershi is a collective ro ect not a solitary
quest. “Developing leadership often means
people working with you to identify where you
want to develop, what are the benchmarks for
that development, and what needs to happen
in order for you to get to where you’re trying to
go.”23 Power U’s collective approach toward developing leadership involves tactics like ongoing
political training sessions as well as workshops
that address current issues. For example, Power
ic ly organized a or sho on gender stice after President Barack Obama announced
the My Brother s ee er initiative.
loring the
need to address patriarchy, Power U’s series,
entitled My ister s ee er Too created a s ace
within the organization to promote the leader-

Power U has committed to systematizing the
ongoing development of leadership capacities
among its members. The process cannot end
once someone oins an organization. eciding to get involved is st the rst ste . There
must be “a deliberate and intentional process.
t doesn t st ha en y eing art of an organization or being part of a movement. You
can be part of an organization for many, many
years without developing your leadership,”
said Benford. 21 Addressing this, Power U developed a framework which they refer to as
the Leadership Circles to facilitate members’
development from general members to core
mem ers to organizational mem ers and 19

eno al er ntervie
ith the a thor ovem er
.
Hashim Benford, Interview with the author, November
.
21 Ibid.

22 Ibid.
23 Ibid.
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ship of young women in the organization. These
sessions are often interactive and grow from
the members’ lived experiences. But workshops are not the end.
These political training sessions represent a
core aspect of the organization’s approach to
developing leadership capacities, but as member leader Keno Walker pointed out, workshops
are not the only part of the approach. They are
only one art of a larger e ort. nother iece
is devoting time and energy to draw out the lessons from the experience of joining together with
others to take collective action. All organizing
e orts loo to mo ilize eo le to ta e collective action, but without taking the time to analyze the context and events of those actions,
organizations lose a valuable opportunity to
draw out meaningful lessons that can deepen
a member’s commitment and leadership. Reecting on his o n e erience ith Po er
Walker remembered that he got involved with
Po er in
as the organization as rearing to testify efore the Miami chool Board
calling for an overhaul of the district’s disciplinary policies and practices. Walker said he
wasn’t especially political and he didn’t know a
lot about Power U, but his best friend recruited
him so Walker started coming to the planning
meetings. He said, “I didn’t think that what we
were calling for was such a big deal. I didn’t
think it would be controversial. What shocked
me was how disrespectful (the members of the
School Board) were to us. They were on their
phones. They were eating and sleeping. When
the group de-briefed the hearing, I saw even
more clearly how this is how the system treats
s. t asn t st the chool Board. t as the
whole system, and I saw that we had a group
so I decided that I was going to stick with it.” 24
After that action, Walker met with Power U
organizers who helped him draw the lessons
from that experience which, in turn, deepened
his commitment to the organization.
24

eno
.

al er ntervie

ith the a thor

ovem er

From a certain perspective, Power U’s focus on
developing leadership seems innocuous and
almost obvious, but in recent years the very
question of leadership has become controversial in movement discussions. Some movement activists have gone so far as to explain
the e ectiveness of recent o lar mo ilizations around the world as being a result of being “leaderless.” Power U takes issue with such
claims. To say that there is a “Leaderless movement is inauthentic because there are always
leadership dynamics. It is possible to have
movements that are more horizontal, where
leadership is shared, but leadership happens.
If it’s not named, then it can’t be held accountable. At Power U, we don’t have a single leader.
We want to develop everyone’s leadership.”
POWER U provides an important example of
the transformative potential of leaderful movements.
Nevertheless, Power U’s leadership acknowledges the trade o s.
hile their a roach
has demonstrated the ability to develop a new
rank of movement leaders, especially among
women, young people, and people of color,
this labor-intensive approach means that it is
unlikely that Power U will ever be an organization of hundreds of thousands, much less millions, of members. “Power U has gone through
a series of organizational visioning processes,
and we have doubled down on the mission
of developing leadership as a central component of who we are. This means that with our
limited resources and capacity, the time and
energy that we’re spending with individuals
means that we’re not out there trying to reach
thousands of people at any given time. The
strategic question for us becomes, then: How
is our work of leadership development and developing a community cadre connected to the
institutions that have a broader reach?” As
the Power U’s leadership noted, this decision
assumes the existence of other organizations
Hashim Benford, Interview with the author, November
.
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laying di erent al eit coordinated roles. eveloping leadership, especially among constituencies that have been under-valued and un-

der-represented as leaders, is an investment
in building the type of broader movement that
we want and need.

National People’s Action: Transformative Goes Cross-Country
countability, Housing Justice, and Immigrant
and Worker’s Rights. 27

ll the organizations ro led so far have focused their work at a local level. There are
strengths that this form of organization is able
to leverage. The organizations are able to focus
their reso rces and attention on a very s eci c
community or workplace over a prolonged period of time, which can foster a higher level of
trust with the constituency. Locally-based organizing also facilitates grassroots members having more direct engagement with the organization’s decision-making apparatus. But transformative organizing is not the exclusive domain of
local-based organizations. Regional and national organizations and networks are experimenting with the transformative organizing model
too. The scope of these organizations’ work provides their own advantages, including allowing
organizations to engage and confront political
and economic actors who shape national and
regional policy, but who often do not operate
ithin a local organization s risdiction.

National People’s Action is also interesting because it was not founded in the transformative
organizing tradition. NPA was founded in 1972
by organizers in Chicago as a network of grassroots organizations across the co ntry ghting
to reclaim democracy and advance racial and
economic stice.
ring its early years m ch
of NPA’s work was aimed toward holding banks
and corporations accountable to the communities they claimed to serve. Their organizing
e orts hel ed ass the ederal ome Mortgage isclos re ct in
hich e osed
banks’ red-lining and denying of loans to people based on their race and where they lived,
regardless of their credit worthiness or the
Community Reinvestment Act in 1977.
As NPA Executive Director George Goehl said,
Most of us have spent most of our political lives in
oppositional struggle. It was never with the vision to
be in power or to have power but to have enough
power to contest with somebody bigger than us.
That’s how so many of us were developed and all
that we had ever experienced. Operating from
what’s the best thing possible in the current ideological and political landscape was where most of
us sat versus being powerful and thoughtful actors
shifting the landscape to our benefit.28

ational Peo le s ction P o ers an interesting perspective on the emerging model of
transformative organization because they are
a national network of grassroots organizations
in
di erent states across the nited tates.
Today P has over
organizers or ing
to build the collective power of working-class
people in cities, towns, and rural communities
across the country, from family farmers in rural Iowa to young people in New York’s South
Bron . Organizations a liated ith P do
community organizing, hold house meetings,
and engage in direct action. NPA coordinates
three local, state, and national campaigns to
advance economic and racial stice Ban
c-

ll of this changed ith the nancial crisis of
. ltho gh P
as not orn o t of
transformative organizing, their practice has
Ibid.
27 National People’s Action, www.npa-us.org.
28 Ibid.
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and to identify the ghts that o ld ena le the
organization to move towards its vision. Each
a liate organization that artici ated in the
process was required to involve at least twenty ve sta and mem er leaders in a year long
process of study, discussion, and visioning. This
as a signi cant re allocation of reso rces at a
time when it must have been tempting to continue relying on tried and true attempts to turn
street heat. The artici ants in this re ective
process included family farmers, trailer park
residents, clergy, unemployed workers, and
public housing residents from across the country. Allocating the resources necessary to conduct such a process, especially as it represented
a departure from the organization’s previous
practice, was only possible because there was a
shared assessment that the severity of the crisis
demanded that NPA adopt new practices.

drawn heavily from this emerging model, especially during the last seven years, and has
made important contributions that deepen
and expand the transformative organizing
model.
hen the orld s nancial titans crashed the
economy and caused the Great Recession of
P li e many other organizations
across the United States, found itself struggling with existential questions about how
est to move for ard
estions li e
hat
are the kinds of structural reforms NPA wants
to be part of bringing about? What campaigns
sho ld e e ilding in the ne t ve years that
take advantage of current opportunities but
also allow us to move in the direction of realizing a long-term agenda? What kinds of alliances
do we need and with whom?” 29 Despite having
staged several actions that directly challenged
the CEOs of some of the nation’s largest predatory nancial instit tions P s leadershi recognized that the organization was ill-prepared
to confront the scale of the challenges facing
working-class people throughout the country.
Simply doing more of the same would not be
s
cient. ns ired y the scale and a dacity of
what had happened with the Occupy encampments, NPA made a bold decision to go back
to the drawing board. The process that the
organization undertook has many lessons for
transformative organizing e orts.

Conducting ongoing and sober assessments of the
shifting terrain is the rst of the est ractices
demonstrated in the strategic inquiry process
which NPA undertook after the crash. Ultimately,
P sta mem ers and a liates ent thro gh
an extensive process to assess the strategy of
corporate forces, to envision the political and
economic system that o ld rod ce stice

Given the novelty of the strategic inquiry process, NPA recognized that it would be strengthened by drawing on the support of allies outside
the organization. Early on, NPA sought the assistance of the rassroots Policy Pro ect PP
an initiative which provides consulting and
training assistance to social movement organizations. P s training sta most nota ly Bree
Carlson, led the process with ongoing support
from PP sta
ho ro ght a ide range of
skills and experiences to the process that grew
from their o n diverse e eriences in di erent
social movements, electoral initiatives and Left
arty
ilding e orts. This rocess ltimately produced an eight-page agenda, “National People’s Action: Long-Term Agenda to the
New Economy,” which calls for transforming
economic and political systems. This agenda is more comprehensive and far-reaching
because of the allies’ support throughout the
process. Points in the agenda include: democratic control of ca ital racial stice cor orations serve the common good, real democracy,
and ecological sustainability.

29 National People’s Action, “Guiding Questions for NPA
trategic n iry
.

“National People’s Action: Long-Term Agenda to the
New Economy,” www.npa-us.org.
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ll national organizations m st nd an a roriate alance et een the need for ni ed
direction and local autonomy. This is especially
true for national networks of grassroots organizations like NPA. The group is choosing to
navigate this contradiction by providing space
for local experimentation while ensuring organizational coherence and strategic direction for
those experiments through the collective ownership of the long-term agenda that emerged from
this process. This allo s the a liates to e ert
tactical independence based on the local conditions while allowing those local actions to
add up to more than the sum of their parts.
Clearly, this approach is only feasible because
the process engaged members at all levels of
the network and encouraged the participants
to take genuine ownership over its development. As NPA Executive Director George Goehl
recounted, “This was the most democratic process that NPA has ever gone through. This was
not a matter of the sta merely ringing roosals to the mem ers for rati cation. Members grappled with big questions. I was getting
calls from members asking: ‘What do we mean
by democratic control of capital?’ or ‘What will
be the role of the state?’ That’s when I knew
this as something di erent. 31 With the content having been debated and the agenda
drafted, the document has become a consistent reference oint for the a liates. Most se
the agenda to begin their process of developing campaign plans and demands. In addition,
the agenda’s content was translated into various multimedia presentations. 32 It has helped
to foster a sit ation in hich the a liates see
one another as partners in a common struggle.

the non ro t ind strial com le . t is a ractice e em li ed y each of the organizations
included this case study, and this is being willing
to undertake work deemed to be important—even
if it’s not funded. As Goehl said, “No foundation
gave s money to do this or . e st did it
because we were committed to how important
it was.” 33 One of the central dangers of operating a ro ect hose aim it is to
ild the o er
of working and popular classes to challenge
the systems of capitalism, white supremacy,
and hetero-patriarchy is that few institutions
within the capitalist economy are eager to fund
s ch ro ects. f the leadershi of a transformative organizing ro ect is n illing to vent re
outside of what is fundable, the revolutionary
otential of that ro ect ill inevita ly ither
and oison the gro nd for f t re e orts. s all
of the representatives noted, transformative
organizing must in the long run develop new
sources of funding that are not tied to the logic
of capitalist hegemony if it hopes to expand,
but in the short-run this model insists that organizations be willing to carry out strategically important work even if there is no funding.
There are now foundations that are interested
in funding the campaigns that emerge from
this process, but none seem interested in the
process that gave birth to these campaigns.
According to Goehl, “In the end, NPA’s strategic
inquiry process has provided the clarity that
the organization as loo ing for hen the nancial crisis rst ro e. t has transformed the
organization. It’s one of the main reasons that
people are in NPA and one of the main reasons
that gro s a liate ith P . t s not for any
particular transaction. It’s for being a part of
that
eing art of a gro
that ants to do
that and think like that! It’s a loving place to be
but it’s not a comfortable place to be because
e re all challenging each other to thin di erently and bigger. We’re acting like we want the
movement to become.” 34

The nal ractice that P s rocess of strategic
in iry o ers is erha s the most im ortant
for any organization attempting to do transformative work from within the constraints of
31 George Goehl, Interview with the author, November 3,
.
32 Among the various presentations of the agenda is a
Prezi presentation: www.prezi.com.

33 George Goehl, Interview with the author, November 3,
.
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Vermont Workers’ Center: Healthcare is a Human Right
The Vermont34Workers’ Center (VWC) was
founded in 1998 as a workers’ rights organization. n its rst years the organization s or
centered on maintaining a workers’ rights hotline that received phone calls from thousands
of workers throughout the state whose rights
had been violated. The sheer number of calls
convinced the organization’s leadership that
“the only real way for working people to improve workplace conditions was to get together
to form unions to bargain a contract with their
em loyer or demand elected o cials change
the laws.” As a result, the organization began
artnering ith di erent trade nion locals and
comm nity organizations to s
ort di erent
or er str ggles. n
the
oined the
Vermonters for a Living Wage Campaign, which
successfully raised the state’s minimum wage.
Coming out of these campaigns and a separate e ort to
ild a do nto n or ers nion
in Mont elier ith the nited lectrical adio
Machine or ers of merica
the
sta and leadershi increasingly realized that
the problems workers face are not limited to the
workplace. One issue that came up frequently
and forcibly from members was the failure of
the employer- and market-based healthcare
system. VWC’s leadership saw that the healthcare crisis was the primary issue driving workers in factories and sta in schools to decide to
go on strike.

re ected in the coalition s demands . ealthcare must be framed as a human right; 2. The
provision of healthcare must be de-coupled
from whether or not a person has employment;
and 3. The healthcare system must be publicly funded. These principles continue to frame
the VWC’s engagement on healthcare issues.
The other coalition partners at least tentatively
agreed to these three points, although some of
the larger partner organizations attempted to
water them down. With this agreement in hand,
the
sta and mem ers artici ated in vario s healthcare coalitions from
to
.
The decision to focus on the healthcare crisis
was pivotal for the VWC. They came to see that
this was an issue that a wide range of people
across the state cared about, and it was an
issue around which people were prepared to
take action with others. Quickly, the organization’s work was gaining momentum, and they
were able to expand the number of organizers
on sta from one to t elve in st a fe years.
This campaign had a lot of potential, but it was
also clear that waging the campaign through
coalitions was not unleashing this issue’s full
potential. Although several coalition partners
had larger mem ershi ases and sta s it as
the VWC who was the prime mover of much of
the work. As the VWC Executive Director recalled, “That’s when we re-envisioned VWC as
a grassroots base-building organization that
includes everyone in every region of the state.”
VWC decided to use this campaign to build a
state-wide organization. “It was hard to imagine any issue would do that better.” 37

Recognizing their still-limited capacity (at the
time the
had only one sta
erson and
a small membership centered around Burlington), the VWC decided to partner with other
organizations and unions and to enter into a
series of state ide coalitions ghting for a niversal healthcare system. In deciding to enter
into these coalitions, the VWC members identi ed three rinci les that they anted to see

or the ne t ve years the mem ers and sta
of the VWC waged an important struggle to
address the healthcare crisis in a way that acJames Haslam, Interview with the author, November 21,
.
37 Ibid.

34 Ibid.
Vermont Workers’ Center, www.workerscenter.org.
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knowledges healthcare as a basic human right.
They were eventually successful in pushing
the state legislature to pass ground-breaking
legislation in
hich commits ermont to
creating a healthcare system providing healthcare as a public good and ensuring everyone
can get the healthcare they need, when they
need it.” 38 It is important to note that although
this campaign was well underway by the time
the federal government launched its national
healthcare reform, the VWC had to display incredi le tactical e i ility and tenacity in order
to avoid being trapped by the worst aspects
of the federal market-based framework. The
approach and tactical decisions that the VWC
made throughout the Healthcare Is a Human
Right Campaign provide important glimpses at
some of the best practices emerging from the
transformative organizing model.

Best Practices for a Successful Campaign
The rst est ractice that the
s ealthcare Is a Human Right Campaign demonstrates
is the commitment to incorporating the insights
and experiences of the constituency and membership when developing the organization’s campaign and demands. The founding purpose of
the VWC was to address bosses’ mistreatment
of workers in the workplace. Some might have
disregarded workers’ frequent complaints
about the dysfunctional healthcare system as
peripheral, and others might have rationalized
that once the workers organized and won contracts that provided higher wages, that those
workers would be able to navigate the healthcare bureaucracy on their own. Both of these
responses would have undermined the organi38 Vermont Workers’ Center, www.workerscenter.org. This
achievement has been threatened by Vermont Governor Peter h mlin s ecem er
decision to ithdraw his support for a single-payer healthcare system.
The Vermont Workers’ Center continues to campaign for
the state s elected o cials to meet their o ligations nder the
legislation.

zation’s potential to embolden people to take
collective action, but it also required an important level of humility for the organization’s
membership and leadership to be willing to
shift its organizing focus. It was also important
that the VWC was not listening only to its membership. They also took into account the voices
and perspectives of the larger working class, incl ding eo le ho had not yet oined the
or the larger movement. Although the VWC did
not give them decision-making authority within the organization’s structures, by accounting
for the perspectives of their constituency the
organization positioned itself to wage a campaign on terms that synthesized what they’d
heard into a campaign and demands that both
re ected o lar sentiments and ointed towards an alternative to the dominant system.
Opportunities to hear the perspectives of members and constituents rarely present themselves, so the VWC has been intentional in creating spaces for members to participate in develo ing ma or initiatives. To strengthen mem er
involvement in the next phase of the healthcare
campaign, the organization launched an extensive internal cam aign from ecem er
to ecem er
to clarify the e ectations
of VWC members. The process began with discussion at the annual statewide membership
assem ly at the end of
. team of sta
and member leaders then took the main points
from that discussion and drafted a survey that
was used by organizing committees throughout
the state. This survey also served as the basis
for more than
one on one meetings ith
members that took place in the spring and summer of
. The committee re convened in late
summer to collect the input from all of these
meetings, and they developed a proposal to
clarify the de nition of mem ershi and d es.
n e tem er and Octo er of
this ro osal
was brought back out to the statewide organizing committees for feedback. In November, the
committee revised its initial proposal, and that
proposal was ultimately adopted at the mem-
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ershi assem ly in ecem er
a f ll year
after this process had begun. At several points
throughout this process, the organization held
leadershi retreats here organizational sta
and leaders came together to study how organizations li e the andless or ers Movement
in Brazil make large decisions. Haslam pointed
out that the VWC does not use this model for
every decision the organization makes, but for
ma or initiatives they nd that e tensive rocesses like these ultimately ensure that the organization makes better decisions in ways that
strengthen the members’ connection to one
another and to the organization; “other times
we do the best that we can to make good and
sound decisions.”39
second est ractice e em li ed y the
VWC’s healthcare campaign is using political education to insulate against the possible attacks of
the opposition. As noted earlier, one of the principles guiding the organization’s campaign was
that healthcare m st e niversal that everyone can get the healthcare they need, when
they need it.” The organization recognized
that their opponents might attempt to attack
this component of their proposal, in particular
the calls to cover undocumented immigrants
and women’s reproductive services. Taking
into account the fact the VWC’s membership is
predominantly white, the organization decided
to conduct a series of workshops throughout
the cam aign a o t racism and racial stice
for leaders as well as interested supporters. Allies from the Bay rea ased atalyst Pro ect
came in to help with seven workshops, which
event ally involved more than
members. The workshops covered, among other
themes, why the proposal’s call for universal
coverage was so critical to the program and to
building a larger movement. This move proved
to e rescient eca se st as the ro osed
legislation was going before the State Senate
39 James Haslam, Interview with the author, November 21,
.
Vermont Workers’ Center, www.workerscenter.org.

for its nal vote the ody assed an amendment 22 to 8 to exclude undocumented immigrants from coverage. Pundits told the VWC
that there was nothing that could be done.
The VWC responded by helping to organize
two massive rallies on the steps of the state
building that in the end forced the legislature
to withdrawal the amendment. As Haslam reected this victory o ld not have een ossible if we had not done a lot of that work with
the members from the get-go preparing people to take on that issue.”41
A third practice that is important to understand from the VWC’s campaign for healthcare
is their speaking to the needs and interests of a
broad section of the community without sacrificing their constituencies’ interests. Many transformative organizations have rooted themselves
among constituencies that have historically
been some of the most exploited, oppressed,
and marginalized social sectors. One danger
that can stem from this decision is voicing the
interests of only a small section of society and
discounting the possibility to make alliances
with other social actors who might be impacted by the same issues. Doing so squanders
the opportunity to show how the interests of
the organization’s constituency are in fact in
line with the interests of society at large. Another error on the other end is watering down
the demands, which would provide relief to
those social sectors that are most politically
v lnera le in an e ort to roaden the ase of
support. Doing so trades public relations spin
for concrete campaigns that can embolden a
movement
in or lose. The
as a le to
navigate this contradiction by organizing public forums around the state that allowed a wide
array of people to share their healthcare stories, and conducting deliberate political training to underscore the strategic importance of
their rinci le of niversality among ey sta
leaders, and supporters. Our ability to navigate
41 James Haslam, Interview with the author, November 21,
.
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this contradiction more e ectively co ld s ar
the emergence of an unstoppable movement.

that might serve as precedents which open space
for social movement organizers in other parts of
the country. Before
a n m er of elected
o cials in ermont had stated
licly that
they supported a single-payer healthcare system, but that such a program was impossible
given the political climate in Washington, DC.
The VWC launched their Healthcare Is a Human Right Campaign to take advantage of this
somewhat favorable context and “to build a
strong enough statewide grassroots people’s
movement to change what is politically possible.”42 Their s ccess can e dged y the fact
that social movement organizations in Maine
Maryland Pennsylvania and other states are
all now organizing their own Healthcare Is a
Human Right campaigns.

The VWC’s success in passing the Healthcare
Is a Human Right legislation is important not
only because it represents a popular movement’s victory during a period when wins
have been hard to come by. It is certainly important for this reason, but it is also important
because it features locally-based organizers
intentionally seeking out openings for social
movements to push the largely disappointing
federal healthcare overhaul in a more progressive direction. This is the fourth best practice
e em li ed y the
s cam aign. rom the
beginning, the organization was clear about
seeking out political openings in the local context

Conclusion: Organizing Transformation
es toward transformative change. Organizers
are developing the model as they try to resolve
particular challenges in their work and contradictions in society. It is an unfolding process,
but it is one that is increasingly becoming a
process that organizers are taking up.

s these ro les reveal there are a lot of commonalities as ell as di erences
et een
the approaches and practices of these four
organizations. The di erences gro from t o
important points. First, each of these transformative organizing e orts are ta ing lace
in di erent conditions ith distinct constit encies, and the organizing is shaped by these
conditions. As a result, transformative organizing in di erent conte ts ill inevita ly and
appropriately look distinct from one place to
another.

Sadly, there are few resources that comprehensively document the transformative organizing
model. Such documentation is sorely needed in
order to provide a space for organizers to reect and re ne their o n ractices and to rovide guidance for up-and-coming organizers.
This article does not o er s ch a com rehensive description of the transformative organizing model, but hopefully it can be a small step
towards bringing together such a resource.43

nother im ortant reason for the di erences
in approach and practice of the organizations
ro led is eca se transformative organizing
is still emerging as a model. All of these organizations are experimenting according to their
di ering realities. t is only recently that many
of these organizations have begun to articulate and share with one another their own
experiences in trying to forge new approach-

42 Vermont Workers’ Center, www.workerscenter.org.
43 For more information on the transformative organizing
model, see Steve Williams, Demand Everything: Lessons
of the Transformative Organizing Model osa
emrg tift ng
e
or O ce rosal nyc.org
.
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ll the e eriments ro led are ongoing and
important commonalities can be seen emerging thro gh the di erences. s
emand verything” and this case study demonstrate,
transformative organizations often incorporate a rm commitment to develo ing the
capacity of members to take on genuine and
authentic leadership in their organizations and
the larger movement while struggling to make
fundamental transformations in the social,
economic, and political systems that perpetuate exploitation, oppression, and ecological
degradation. This connection grows from an
acknowledgement that in addition to creating conditions of war, poverty, and climate
catastrophe, the dominant systems stunt the
full development of all people. The attention
paid to leadership development is a part of
what Amílcar Cabral referred to as the “struggle against our own weakness.”44 It must be a
central part of any attempt to realize dreams
of li eration stice and dignity. s
an hilosophy professor Georgina Alfonso explained
at the
orld ocial or m Personal development can’t occur without the opportunity
for collective development… Our task, then, is
to build relationships that break the logic reproducing discrimination and patriarchy within the struggle for a better world.”
Possibly the most telling statement that a numer of the intervie ed organizers o er is that
their organization’s approach to transformative organizing is an integrated model. It’s not
a mix-and-match approach in which an organizer can take one piece and disregard the others. Organizations eager to develop the type of
leaders from the ro led organizations m st
understand that those leaders do not simply
emerge because of workshops. Leadership
is cultivated in all aspects of these organizations or
in develo ing co nter hegemonic
44 Amílcar Cabral, “The Weapon of Theory” op.cit., p. 1.
Mar a Po let
ntil very One of s is ree htt
organizingupgrade.com.

www.rosalux-nyc.org

.

demands, in taking responsibility for crafting
campaign plans, and in forging relationships
with potential allies. Transformative organizing
demands a comprehensive and integrated approach that aims to transform society’s structures as well as how communities relate to one
another and how we see ourselves.
However, the transformative organizing approach is not without its own challenges. Each
of the organizers interviewed made a point of
acknowledging the challenges of building organization and str ggling for stice for eo le
and the planet during an era of neoliberal austerity. s Mar a Po let o served “It’s challenging work. Even when you have the people
power to do it, it’s challenging work. There are
breakthrough moments that make you think
that all change is possible, and there are a lot
of moments that are not that. There are countless instances of trying to convince someone
to come to the meeting ca oling some ody
to talk more in a meeting or to listen a little
more…. The story of organizing often glosses
over those early moments of trying to build
trust, failing, and trying again.”
There are indeed many challenges to the
transformative organizing model st as there
is promise. This case study continues what
should be a more prolonged and extensive
examination of the implementation of this old
and emergent approach to building organizations designed to confront and change the
world. During an era that is seeing people taking to the streets in resistance to war, austerity,
and the tyranny of the
the transformative
organizing model stands as an important contribution to the construction of popular movements able to confront old systems and establish the building blocks for a more liberatory,
e ita le and st f t re.

Mar a Po let ntervie
.
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